Spirit Visionary Leadership in Developing Green School and Character
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Abstract. Character education strengthening program, and environment-based education or local excellence based education/ green school are new directions for national education targets in Indonesia. In its implementation, it requires the fulfillment of 4 (four) components that are determined, namely school policy, curriculum, participatory based activities, and infrastructure supporting environmental education. The results of the research on the recipient schools show that the principal has a crucial role in achieving this target. The principal's model of approach by finding the values that are fought for and making it energy to form positive habits in all school stakeholders both in the school environment and in the community.
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1. Introduction

The main topic in this article is knowing, analyzing and categorizing the spirit of developing green schools with character. A green school is a school concept that integrates between religious, social, and school vision values in the overall mindset, attitude pattern, and behavior patterns of all school stakeholders, both at school and outside of school. The school's task is essentially transferring knowledge and skills to be implemented by students in their daily lives to become adults. Adults are characterized by the ability, willingness, and courage to be responsible for the overall attitude and everyday behavior. Adults in students have three, namely; adult, moral adult, and social adult.

The basic concept of green schools in Indonesia is called the Adiwiyata School. There are two criteria for adiwiyata schools, namely; adiwiyata initiation from the government and adiwiyata initiation of the school concerned (adiwiyatamandiri). There are three levels of adiwiyata schools, namely; district, regional and national level adiwiyata. In this article, the concept of adiwiyatais then written as a conversion into a green school concept with character. Environmental awareness and discourse about the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) need to be given to students. All elements of education need to carry out what is called Education for Sustainable Development (ESD). Environment-based education or local
excellence-based education is also being built through the movement of strengthening character education[1].

Adiwiyata is an award given to schools that are considered to have carried out environmental education and realize a caring and intellectual environment in the school environment. Following the government's program, schools in Indonesia have launched programs that can succeed. One exciting program is an effort to obtain the title of Adiwiyataschool; which means the achievement of schools in schools that train character and green school for students. Exposure and analysis of the achievement of targets and standards become interesting to study. This research is essential to get information on planning and implementation of achieving the intended school standard targets.

2. Literature review

2.1 Understanding Green School And Character

Green school grounds, as a school setting, can contribute to children’s physical, mental, social and spiritual well-being[2]. Study participants reported that green school grounds are used regularly for teaching some subjects. They also identified a series of barriers that limit the amount of outdoor learning[3]. It can be said that the application of a green school can provide more information and experience to students. The experience is not only cognitive abilities but also the character of students. When a person is said to have character, it usually implies they have distinguishing moral qualities, moral virtues, and moral reasoning abilities[4].

The enthusiasm for developing character green schools began in 2013. This was driven by the desire of all internal school stakeholders to build schools that produce graduates who have an integral character (able to integrate Islamic religious values with social values) in the daily lives of students, at school and outside of school. Such an essential ability, in the view of the principal, will lead to the achievement of the student's personality which is strongly integrated. They will have a high level of knowledge, a healthy attitude, and ethical behavior. All students are expected to have strong characters, namely; have integrative learning, have awareness, the courage to remind themselves and others around them to participate in supporting attitudes of green schools with integrity. The concept of green schools, not only can be understood from the external side, but what is very important is how to integrate knowledge, attitudes, and caring behaviors in all school stakeholders.

One of the critical points for the realization of the target of being a green school is that the school must have a strong character. One proof that schools that have a strong character have special advantages that distinguish them from other schools and make the school special. About Islamic schools, especially at the elementary school level, in 2013 no one had the predicate green school (sekolahadiwiyata). The public's view of the actual Islamic elementary school at that time was positive. This is evidenced by the high interest of the community in registering their sons and daughters at each new student admission each year. This positive view will be strengthened by realizing the green school (Adiwiyata).

To realize a green school with character, several actions are needed, namely; formulate graduate profiles (PL), integrate green school values into the relevant curriculum, and realize them in learning in several subjects. In expressing graduate profiles (PL) formulated based on several things; that is from the wishes, hopes, and mandates conveyed by school stakeholders. Furthermore, the PL was developed into the school's vision and was realized in the mission, program and school activities. School activities are divided into two categories, namely;
formal and informal activities; curricular and extra-curricular activities; formal curriculum and non-formal curriculum (hidden curriculum). Both models of this activity are expected to strengthen efforts to achieve graduates' distinctive characteristics. Formal and non-formal activities constitute a unity that shapes school culture. School culture is a mindset that develops in schools, thought culture develops based on formal and non-formal, curricular and non-curricular activities of the school, both of which have contributed to the development of good school culture.

The achievement of green character schools requires discipline, commitment, awareness, and sincerity to run all the stages of the process towards the independent adiwiyata school. This information is always conveyed and socialized by school leaders to all school stakeholders (internal-external). With the continuous socialization, everyone in the school hopes to understand with the aim and growing sincerity in guarding and implementing green school programs and activities. Adequate human resources support the green school development program (Adiwiyata). All teachers have commitment and awareness to integrate green school values into the subject matter, including getting students to be proactive so that they have unique behaviors and habits following the standard PL school.

The evaluation criteria for adiwiyata schools have similarities with Islamic characters that are characteristic of Islamic schools. Therefore the achievement of adiwiyata schools is also the goal of achieving the expected character of school graduates. For example the attitude of maintaining cleanliness, maintaining the sanctity of the learning place, caring for the clean and green environment, loving plants, and courage to remind the people around them to be cultured to care about the clean and green environment. Some examples that appear in school include when the principal or teacher forgets to put sandals on the shelves (the place of shoes) after washing in the bathroom, with respect one of the students who know this incident immediately reprimands by saying "sorry Ustadz please put sandals on place provided." Likewise, when there is a guest, a police officer who enters the class in shoes, is immediately reminded by one of the students, "sorry, sir, here the rules are that anyone who enters the class must take off his footwear in the place provided." In addition to the readiness of human resources, the school also prepares auxiliary instruments by providing written rules on the walls of each class corner.

2.2 Implementation of Student Character Development

Planting character values for all students is done, in addition to integrating knowledge into subjects also done by habituation. Habits of positive character are also carried out outside the classroom as a form of green school teaching; such as familiarizing students to say, behave, and behave well following school standards. This is supported by teacher resources and school regulations that have been agreed and written well so that it becomes the habit/culture of all students. One of the courageous habits displayed by students is directly admonishing all who do not follow the rules; with a system "anyone reminded and reminded." Such practices, according to the guardians of students, are carried home, or outside the school, at home, there are helpers, but students are accustomed to getting out of bed themselves then praying in congregation, cleaning the bed, cleaning the room and house. The guardians of students who are members of the class association are also involved and support the programme by giving input, motivation, home control, and testimony. The class association which consists of parents of students is very supportive of school programs. They have the annual program and activity plans, both related to matters that support the learning, interests, and hobbies of students, as well as those related to cleanliness, beauty, and class health.
2.3 Efforts To Implement Environmental Education/ Green School

The school curriculum is developed oriented towards the environment. To make this happen, working groups (pokja) are formed. The Working Group is led by the teacher and consists of students for each class, for example, there are biopori working groups, cleaning working groups, reforestation working groups, and so on. The duties and authorities of each working group are to organize, maintain and supervise. The formation of working groups is a realization of the planting of knowledge that has been taught in the classroom, the purpose of which is so that the school can implement and monitor efficiently. Each working group is assigned according to their duties, functions, and authorities. For example, the task of the biopori working group includes making biopories on the front, side and back of the school. Biopori is made in a pro-environment and straightforward manner that is made of several holes with a diameter of 15cm with a depth of 1 meter, then filled with garbage and organic fertilizer to make it easy to rot and many earthworms to facilitate the absorption of rainwater.

Maintaining greening, maintaining cleanliness and chastity are habituations to all elements of the school. Another essential task of the working group is to maintain, maintain and control. All plants need to be maintained, cleanliness and sanctity of places of worship need to be maintained, bathrooms need to be kept clean. Therefore the teacher always gives examples of good habits so that they become the culture of all students and other school stakeholders. All elements of the school can be examples and supervisors apply the standard habits of adiwiyata school characters. One of the adiwiyata assessment criteria is the courage of all school elements to remind each other of good habits in maintaining character according to the values of adiwiyata schools in a polite manner. Every Friday the students conduct a clean environment (ro’an) for one hour after the Dhuha prayer. They maintain flowers and other greenery, clean classes, terraces, schoolyards and places of worship. Every day before returning there are pickets who take turns cleaning their respective classes.

3. Result and discussion

Most quality schools have a strong spirit, have a clear vision, and commitment to the goals set. Such schools have a detailed, systematic and well-planned development road map. Knowledge, understanding, and awareness of the vision, mission, and goals of the school make it possible for all stakeholders to be actively involved. Previous research shows that leaders who are strong and understand their school’s vision tend to be useful in managing and developing schools. Therefore, energetic and visionary leadership is a necessity in achieving quality schools.

Visioner leadership is a leader who can turn weaknesses into strengths and turn challenges into opportunities. He set which direction to go, trying as much as possible to direct the energy of all members of the organization to achieve organizational goals[5], so that everyone in the organization is willing to voluntarily align the rhythm, volume, and quality of work to achieve organizational goals[6]. The results of previous studies showed that visionary leadership contributed 36.6% to the professional performance of teachers, managerial skills contributed 39.6%, and the communication climate contributed 18.5%[7]. Realizing visionary leadership requires commitment, understanding, and awareness that can encourage synergistic efforts in achieving effective and efficient organizational goals. Visionary leadership focuses on the
ultimate goal, and the ability to design stages of the process of achieving goals in a more concrete manner based on the time-bond set before [8]; [9].

Visionary leaders can effectively apply values and enthusiasm on how to become successful leaders, which are related to the process of interaction between leaders, followers, and situations/contexts[10]; [11]. Leadership practices implemented by Islamic primary school principals who won the Adiwiyata award; namely MI Perwanida, Kota Blitar can be analyzed using the theory of servant leadership. Servant leadership holds that leaders have a moral obligation to serve and lead. Besides, visionary leadership can be analyzed by a leadership approach, which is characterized by reliable service and spiritual, moral emphasis [12]; [13].

Some experts view those successful leaders because they see themselves as servants, while at the class level teachers who succeed in seeing themselves as servants of learning [14]. The view of self as a servant is a leadership attitude based on strong spiritual values, an attitude that has a strong desire to be beneficial to others. Such leaders have characteristics; guided servants, organizations, are seen as human communities, leading from the front, guiding, protecting and sacrificing, always striving for good for others and putting aside their interests, delegating, caring [15].

The leadership phenomenon of developing green schools and character reflects leadership patterns with a spiritual approach, namely comprehensive leadership that combines various approaches as well as the driving force of leadership. Spiritual leadership is a combination of ethical, ascetic, and mystical leadership [16]; [17]. In practice, this leadership approach prioritizes faith and conscience, cleanses the heart, gives service, enlightens and calms the soul based on a spirit of gratitude and love. Programs developed based on the vision of creating green schools with character. Green character school is a school development that respects, realizes and realizes the surrounding natural and social environment as a basis for learning, to foster fundamental knowledge, attitudes, and skills and produce profiles of graduates with integrity. The form of integrity personality is the perceived compatibility between the values adopted and enforced, and the leadership factor has an essential role in maintaining and developing the culture in question [18]; [19]. Integrity behavior contains elements of open, honest, tolerant, confident, caring, commitment to good traditions. Such behavior deserves to be a role model, a model for all school stakeholders [20].

The integrity attitude that was successfully developed by the school was not only for teachers, guardians of the students/class associations but also for all students. For example, the courage of students reminds politely to the clerics and guests who enter the school who do not heed the culture and school rules. Besides, principals have succeeded in developing an effective school culture in achieving the goal of green schools with character, for example, the involvement of parents/class associations in developing academic potential and potential non-academic students (interests and hobbies), as well as developing a clean, healthy and green. Effective schools are schools that carry out their functions to the fullest, can adapt to changes in the internal-external world both in the short, medium and long term, and can achieve educational goals as expected beforehand [21]. The development of active school culture, according to several previous studies, was influenced by actual leadership behavior of principals. Useful leadership characteristics are characterized, including; vision is bright, vibrant and courageous, democratic, with integrity, inspiring, long-term oriented, maintaining a balance and harmony between the purpose of the school and the individual goals of the school's citizens, protecting. Effective leadership is the right combination of leadership, management, and entrepreneurship skills in the right place and at the right time to achieve the goals of established institutions and to motivate and continue to develop potential stakeholders [8]; [22]. The success of developing an effective school culture is the necessary capital in
achieving green school goals that characterize effective by involving school stakeholders as widely as possible.

All elements of school stakeholders; principals, deputy principals, teachers, school committees, class associations, and students are actively involved, hand in hand, help, and develop equal togetherness in achieving the goals of the institution [23]. The objectives of the institution are elaborated into three levels, namely; the primary purpose and purpose of the intermediary. Each school stakeholder has social and academic goals that can support each other for the growing spirit of participation in achieving school goals [24]. For example, parents who have a goal to succeed in academic and non-academic children have strong motivation in every activity and school program. They are willing to contribute to support for basketball training programs, volleyball and even some who are willing to provide extra lessons outside of school hours. The primary purpose of the institution is the growth and development of green school culture and character in all elements of school stakeholders.

Meanwhile, the aim of the intermediary is the involvement of all elements of the school stakeholders in every aspect and stage of achievement of green schools and character. The involvement of all school stakeholders contributes to the success of achieving green schools and character. Some values are fought for and expected to be achieved so that the involvement of all stakeholders is to achieve school goals. The research conducted by [10] shows that values of love, discipline, intelligence, courage, and honesty are the values that underlie the spirit of active school development. Therefore, the results of the Suharsimi study corroborate the findings of this study that based on the findings in this research, the prisoner's leadership has a vital role in the efforts to develop green school culture and character.

The beginning of the development of green school culture (adiwiyata) leadership success requires the principal's patience, dedication, and gentleness, managing first impressions, harmonizing expectations, recognizing stress, managing feedback, building relationships, and using structured methods for leadership development [25]; [26]. In developing such a culture then the principal uses a delegative approach and entrusts all elements of school stakeholders to play an active role in the process of achieving school goals. Such leadership as previous research shows that the influence of delegative-participatory leadership and consultative-advisors, on the successful implementation of process innovation, each of these leadership behaviors has certain advantages and risks. Therefore both patterns can be applied to complement each other [27]. Delegations made by the principal encourage all stakeholders to mobilize all potential individuals and groups. For example from the teacher elements, they are willing to make an integrative learning plan with values, habituation, and behavior in the learning process. The class association is willing to devote time, energy and finance to the success of green schools and the development of student interest in talent. Students are willing to develop their knowledge, get used to behaving and behaving well and support the process of achieving the goal of a green school with character. Such conditions are relevant to curriculum leadership research, conducted by [28]; [29] that elementary school principals carry out leadership learning through informal communication to improve teacher performance. The principals create a productive and cognitive climate informally to create an atmosphere that supports student learning success. The expanded leadership role can further develop teacher professionalism, loyalty, develop experience while simultaneously supporting teacher knowledge during the period of learning innovation and school management [30].
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